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1 Introduction

There is a wide consensus on the negative effects of civil war on the economic well-being of

adults and children (e.g. Blattman and Miguel, 2010). Regarding the acquisition and devel-

opment of human capital, the physical and psychological violence victimized groups endured

has been found to affect educational outcomes (Akbulut-Yuksel, 2014; Alderman et al., 2006;

Blattman and Annan, 2010; Chamarbagwala and Morán, 2011; De Groot and Goksel, 2011;

Kibris, 2015; Leon, 2012; Rodriguez and Sanchez, 2012; Shemyakina, 2011; Valente, 2013;

Verwimp and Bavel, 2014; Swee, 2015). While existing research has evidenced the role of

(targeted) violence and its consequences as the most relevant channels, whether civil conflicts

influence the human capital of those groups that are not directly involved remains unclear. Since

internal displacement is a byproduct of civil conflict, it is key to assess its influence on edu-

cational outcomes in host communities. Displaced pupils who enrolled in school might have

worse educational outcomes as a result of trauma (Moya, 2018) and conflict-induced poverty

(Ibáñez and Moya, 2010). Local residents and internally displaced people (IDP) might also

interact in several markets. For instance, receiving communities might be adversely affected

in the short-run by a negative impact on wages (Morales, 2017). Greater competition could

tighten local household budget constraints, and press them to resort to child labor. Lastly, in-

creased concentration of displaced students in public schools could prompt local residents to

“switch” from public to private schools.1

This paper provides empirical evidence on the relationship between internal displacement

and educational achievement in destination municipalities in the context of the Colombian civil

conflict. The main challenge in uncovering the causal effect of displacement on receiving com-

munities is that the location choice of forced migrants might be related to certain municipality

characteristics. For instance, recent displaced are more likely to settle in neighborhoods with

larger shares of individuals from their area of origin; or, if labor market or school conditions

are appealing at a specific location when individuals decide to migrate, it is likely to attract

migrants. To deal with this selection issue, we exploit the plausible exogenous variation in IDP

1Several studies indicate that native-born families send their children to private schools in response to inflows
of immigrants and international refugees (e.g. (Betts and Fairlie, 2003; Li, 2009; Gerdes, 2013; Farre et al., 2018;
Tumen, 2019)).
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arrivals induced by random shifts in political support during province Governor’s elections held

in municipalities.

First, we evidence a positive link between IDP inflows and political loyalty, by showing

that arrivals of internally displaced are significantly higher in electoral markets (municipali-

ties) where the political support received by incumbent candidates is the largest. Illegal armed

groups are mostly interested in establishing alliances with local political elites to maximize rent

extraction. The extent to which they can induce voters to support their preferred candidates de-

pends on whether intimidation, followed by targeted violence, is a cost-effective strategy to

consolidate power. As the risk of intimidation faced by civilians is not uniformly distributed

across electoral markets, different economic incentives influence them to i) grant their political

loyalty without reserves, or ii) forcefully displace because of supporting an alternative candi-

date. As a result, IDP inflows tend to be higher in those areas where voters were politically loyal

towards the incumbent candidate. Because illegal armed groups have less incentives to intimi-

date and exert violence in loyal municipalities, IDP rationally decide to leave those areas where

their non-cooperative behavior is easily identified, to settle in politically loyal municipalities.

This prediction is theoretically developed in Appendix 1, and empirically tested, with a

novel data set on civil conflict and voting outcomes on provincial level Governor’s elections.

In this setting, the margin of political loyalty is measured as the vote share spread between the

winning (incumbent) candidate and the second most popular alternative per municipality. An

electoral market is considered disloyal if it presents a strictly negative margin. Since varia-

tion in political support across municipalities is plausibly endogenous, we implement a fuzzy

regression-discontinuity (RD) design.

Our analysis is focused on those close elections where, because of increased competition,

differences in vote shares between candidates are minimal and observed political loyalty is

likely to be determined by chance. We provide evidence that there is no manipulation of the

running variable across the margin’s cutoff value of zero, as candidates failed to precisely ma-

nipulate voting outcomes in these specific elections. This fact supports our identification as-

sumption, stating that other attributes at the municipal level that may influence future IDP

inflows do not discontinuously change because of shifts in political support.
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Second, we combine municipal data on electoral outcomes and school-level results of the

mandatory high-school exit exam in Colombia (SABER11) to estimate the causal effect of

forced migration on educational achievement in host communities. We estimate a RD model to

identify the effects of IDP inflows on math and language test scores during the first two years af-

ter elections. As in any instrumental variables (IV) design, political loyalty needs to satisfy the

relevance and exclusion requirements. The former implies that political loyalty should largely

predict changes in IDP inflows into destination areas. The latter requirement states that internal

displacement is the only channel by which political loyalty can affect test scores in those munic-

ipalities where incumbency was highly contested. This exclusion restriction implicitly assumes

that candidates interested in attracting voters’ support presumably give the same relevance to

better educational outcomes in their political agenda. From the voter’s perspective, we expect

their preferences for educational outcomes to be relatively similar in municipalities above and

below the political loyalty cutoff. These two assumptions imply that the observed differences

in political support are neither driven by candidates drastically weighting educational policies

above other policy objectives in certain municipalities, nor voters abruptly modifying their pref-

erences for educational outcomes during election years. We implement RD discontinuity tests

for baseline covariates around the margin cutoff of zero, and show that the exclusion restriction

holds.

Our estimations indicate that political loyalty substantially increases inflows of internally

displaced on the order of 13 IDP per 10,000 inhabitants, which is equivalent to a 0.48 standard

deviations (SD) effect. We repeat these estimations by using the “stock” of IDP settled in

each municipality as main dependent variable, and find that politically loyal areas received 53

IDP more than comparable locations deemed disloyal, representing a 0.54 SD change in long-

term IDP reception. That IDP inflows and political support in destination areas are positively

correlated support the predictions of our theoretical model.

We also test potential mechanisms by which internally displaced arrivals are larger in po-

litically loyal communities. Regarding election characteristics, results suggest the existence of

“political sorting” as IDP reception seems to increase when incumbent candidates belong to
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non-traditional, newly founded political parties.2 Moreover, IDP inflows appear to be stronger

during those election years when Governor’s terms were extended an additional year (from

three to four years), amplifying the incentives to consolidate political support. In contrast,

neither increased competition, measured by the number of candidates running for a seat, nor

vertical integration between candidates running for Mayor and Governor seats, justify greater

IDP inflows into loyal areas. Considering conflict-induced violence as an alternative mecha-

nism, we show that the arrivals of forced migrants tend to be lower in municipalities where

victimization, in the form of selective killings and massacres, increased during election years.

On the contrary, landmine victimization and terrorist bombings do not seem to be relevant

mechanisms explaining the observed differences in IDP arrival rates. Regarding public finance

determinants, fiscal autonomy is found to be positively correlated with IDP inflows; and local

revenues and expenditures do not happen to be powerful predictors of forced migration inflows.

Greater political participation of non-traditional parties, reduction in civil-conflict related vio-

lence, and increased fiscal autonomy thus appear to be the factors triggering displacement into

politically loyal communities.

Our Fuzzy RD estimates suggest that one additional IDP arrival per 10,000 civilians reduces

math and language scores by at least 3% of a standard deviation, during the first two years of

incumbency. These impacts are sizable as they represent an average effect of 0.4 SD. Hetero-

geneity effect analysis indicates that top performing students are harmed the most as they obtain

significantly lower scores than students with comparable within-school performance in schools

located at “disloyal” municipalities. We also explore how school characteristics influence the

documented decrease in test scores. We assess whether schools that operate in different daily

working spells affect the variation in test scores in loyal municipalities. We then test whether

variations in pupils’ gender composition induce changes in test scores across Science, Technol-

ogy, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and non-STEM subjects.

Results from these exercises advocate for a full day working spell implementation, as

schools operating a half-day working spell (exclusively during the morning or afternoon) are

largely exposed to the negative IDP hosting effect. Finally, we show that schools with a more

2In Colombia, the Liberal and Conservative parties are considered as the “traditional” political parties. Any
other political party in this paper is considered as a non-traditional party.
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balanced gender distribution seem to be unaffected by IDP inflows, while schools with a large

gender concentration are negatively affected. However, the drop in test scores seems to be sys-

tematically larger for those schools with a large proportion of males, relative to schools with a

higher female participation.

While we cannot rule out whether these effects are explained by displaced students enrolling

in school in host communities, interactions with local residents, or local residents switching

from public to private schools, findings suggest that short-term policy interventions aimed at

fostering educational achievement might be ineffective in the shadow of a refugee crisis.

This paper is closely related to other works quantifying the effect of immigration on ed-

ucational outcomes in hosting communities. Their evidence is established on the ground that

variation in immigrant composition across grades, schools, or countries is exogenous. Findings

are mixed; they document negative impacts on school and residential segregation (Betts and

Fairlie, 2003; Cascio and Lewis, 2012), matriculation rates (Gould et al., 2009), and test scores

(Jensen and Rasmussen, 2011; Brunello and Rocco, 2013; Schneeweis, 2015). Other studies

present zero or even positive effects, partly explained by controlling for negative selection of

native students or sub-optimal learning environments (Geay et al., 2013; Ohinata and Van Ours,

2013).

A notable exception is Figlio and Özek (2019), who assess the effect of a large refugee in-

flow on student’s educational outcomes in the United States (US) by exploiting the exogenous

variation in forced migration attributed to the 2010 Haiti earthquake. The authors find no ef-

fect on test scores, occurrence of disciplinary incidents, and school mobility. Our study shares

their motivation to focus on forced migration. The effects of forced migration might indeed

differ from the effects of immigration on destination countries, since these two groups are fun-

damentally dissimilar in how they left their home countries. While immigrants tend to decide

consciously to leave their origin countries, often looking for better living conditions, asylum

seekers are more likely to flee because of imminent threats to their lives. As a consequence, the

latter might be more likely disadvantaged, marginalized than the remaining population in their

origin countries (Cortes, 2004). We differ from their analysis by focusing on forced migration

within a country that is culturally homogeneous, Colombia. Studying internal displacement
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helps address common limitations of this literature, such as the existing language and cultural

barriers between immigrants and natives – mechanisms often advanced to explain the inte-

gration of immigrants and refugees, and their impacts on destination countries. In addition,

we depart from the use of classic instruments from the economics of migration literature (e.g.

Card, 2001), by proposing an alternative approach that relies on electoral outcomes as a tool to

identify the effects of interest.

Given the importance of armed conflicts in developing economies, and the substantial dis-

placement of population they might induce, our analysis contribute to further understanding

the micro-economic effects of civil conflicts on educational attainments. While the magnitude

and the persistence of these impacts might vary because of the characteristics of each conflict,

the educational outcomes considered, pre-war student’s cognitive and non-cognitive abilities,

or other demographic features such as age or gender, there is a wide consensus on the detri-

mental effects of violence on school enrollment, attendance and grade completion. However,

whether civil conflicts affect the educational achievement of those communities that do not ex-

perience violence directly remains unclear. By considering internal displacement as a byprod-

uct of civil conflict, this paper thus shares the motivation that led other authors to account for

negative health outcomes induced by refugees reception (Montalvo and Reynal-Querol, 2007),

and the impact of IDP inflows on labor market participation and wages in receiving locations

(Calderón-Mejía and Ibáñez, 2016; Morales, 2017).

Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief overview of the Colombian

civil conflict, and the reasons why Governor elections provide a good opportunity to estimate

the effects of interest. Section 3 describes our sources of information, final data sets, and main

treatment and outcome variables. Section 4 introduces the empirical strategy and identification

assumptions. Section 5 presents and discusses the results. Section 6 concludes.
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2 Background Information

2.1 Internally Displaced People in the Colombian Civil Conflict

Since the late 1950s, Colombia has been experiencing one of the most enduring, harmful in-

ternal conflicts around the globe. The origin of this civil conflict is explained by the histori-

cal bipartisan rivalry between the two traditional (Liberal and Conservative) political parties.

Present-day tensions, however, originate from struggles for land rights and ownership, political

participation and exclusion, and the incentives of armed groups to consolidate illegal extraction

of rents. The intensity of this conflict has been fostered by the weak institutions susceptible

to be regulatory-captured; the decentralization of local politics and public revenues that induce

criminal alliances between public servants, local elites, and non-state armed groups; and the

large profits obtained from illegal economic activities, such as drug trafficking.

Colombian state forces (Army and Police) and the two largest left-wing guerrillas – the

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia,

FARC) and the National Liberation Army (Ejército de Liberación Nacional, ELN) – have been

the principal actors of this conflict. In the late 1980s, several atomized extreme right-wing

paramilitary groups emerged, supported by drug cartels and local elites, to ensure their protec-

tion from guerillas’ threats of extortion and kidnapping. These non-state armed groups simul-

taneously attempted to influence legislative processes by force, contesting governmental and

civil society initiatives aimed at improving political competition, implementing redistributive

agrarian reforms, signing extradition agreements with the US, or seeking peace with left-wing

guerrillas. In 1997, paramilitaries formed a nationally coordinated coalition, the United Self-

Defense Army of Colombia (Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia, AUC). From 1998 to 2002,

paramilitary groups expanded, enhancing their power and effectiveness in military operations.

They became largely responsible for the escalation of violence against civilians, through mas-

sacres and selective killings. With the arrival of Alvaro Uribe Velez as president in 2002, a

de facto amnesty to members of the AUC was granted. As a consequence, the intensity of the

conflict significantly declined, returning to pre-AUC formation levels (GMH, 2013).

Civilians have been, by far, the most affected by this conflict. More than 220,000 people
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have been killed between 1958 and 2012, with 81% being non-combatants (GMH, 2013). The

intensification of the political violence and its expansion to most of the country implied that

roughly 4.5 million of civilians, equivalent to 10% of the total population in 2009, have been

forced to leave their homes and property to reach safety (Ibáñez and Vélez, 2008). The major-

ity of those internally displaced are a vulnerable population living below the poverty line, often

women, with low educational attainments, and bearing large costs to integrate host community

labor markets (Garay, 2008). While many households migrated in response to the experience of

selective killing, kidnapping, sexual abuse, or forced recruitment, most moved because of po-

litical intimidation, to avoid the possibility of being targeted in the future – a feature prominent

in other civil conflicts worldwide (Moore and Shellman, 2004, Balcells, 2010, Steele, 2011).

Figure 1 displays yearly average IDP outflows per 10,000 inhabitants, that is the number of

civilians “expelled”, per municipality, from 1993 to 2013. The dashed line represents the year

(2002) the AUC initiated contacts with the government to negotiate their legal situation. This

is the year displacement reached its peak, with 187 civilians per 10,000 inhabitants. From 2002

onward, there is a clear downward trend in IDP outflows, partly attributed to the dismantling of

paramilitary forces, considered to be one of the main factors inducing displacement in origin

areas.

Variations in IDP flows is not unconditionally, randomly distributed across municipalities.

To provide evidence on this, Figure 2 maps the average number of civilians received over

1993-2013. Panel (a) presents the average number of IDP during the first ten years; panel

(b), a similar map for 2003-2013. Two patterns emerge. First, the number of IDP arrivals

almost doubled. Second, the variation in displacement rates is very localized, with the southern,

northwest and pacific regions being the most affected by the largest displacement movements.

These facts suggest that, rather than exploiting variations in location and time, it is necessary

to implement an alternative empirical strategy to identify the effects of hosting IDP.3

3It is also worth noting that there is no one-to-one correspondence betweeen IDP outflows (Figure 1 ) and
inflows (Figure 2). This might be due to the tendency of displaced victims to misreport their municipality of
origin to reduce the risk to be re-victimized, and the fact that some households have been displaced more than once.
While there may be data inconsistencies, we expect measurement errors in IDP inflows to be equally distributed
around the discontinuity threshold. Moreover, figures are very similar to existing works studying the causal effects
of civil conflict-induced displacement on host community labor market in Colombia, such as Morales (2017).
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2.2 The Political System in Colombia

Colombia is divided in 32 provinces (departments), constituted of roughly 1100 municipalities.

The 1991 Constitution formalizes the popular local elections of Governors and Mayors as a

multiparty system with majority vote rule at the province and municipal levels, respectively.

This innovation replaced the former system under the 1886 Constitution, where seats were

appointed de facto by the President. Until election year 2000, they served a three-year term.

From 2003 onward, periods in office were expanded to four years. Mayors and Governors are

elected by local voters that have to be registered previously in their municipality of residence.

Candidates can participate in many elections as they want, but no re-election is allowed if a seat

is obtained.4

There is evidence that voting results were manipulated by illegal armed groups in some

municipalities. This is particularly true for Senate and Congress elections. Non-state armed

groups captured specific areas, forcing voters to grant their support when the majority vote was

required to win the incumbency at the municipal level, or to reach a minimum vote margin to

obtain a seat in Senate or Congress elections.(Acemoglu et al., 2013) We argue that manipula-

tion is less of a concern regarding Governor elections. Influencing turnout in some municipal-

ities might not be sufficient to precisely manipulate electoral outcomes, since incumbency is

granted as long as the majority vote is obtained at the province level. Precise manipulation will

imply that illegal armed groups controlled elections in all municipalities within a province; a

result that might have triggered national authorities to intervene. Moreover, our study focuses

on those municipalities where such a manipulation, if present, failed its primary objective as

alternative, and incumbent candidates received comparable political support. Later on, by ex-

amining the features of the vote share distribution between the winning and the second best

candidates, we provide empirical evidence supporting the use of discontinuities in Governor

electoral outcomes as an instrumental variable.
4In contrast, Congressmen and Senators are elected by a local and national constituencies, respectively, with

the possibility to be re-elected.
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3 Data Overview

In this section, we present the main sources of information that are combined to generate two

data sets. The first contains data on electoral outcomes, internal displacement and civil conflict

related indicators, as well as other relevant covariates at the municipal level for the considered

elections years. The second is an expanded version of the first, where we merge test scores

available at the school level.

3.1 Municipal Elections

We collected information on Governor election results, publicly available from the Colombian

Electoral Office (Registraduria). This data set comprises information on candidates, their po-

litical affiliation, and the number of valid votes obtained to win incumbency in five different

election years: 1994, 1997, 2000, 2003, and 2007. We discard invalid votes, and consider only

valid and “white” votes, as the system allows voters to express their neutrality or dislike towards

all running candidates.5 We define an electoral market as a municipality where elections are

contested, to calculate the margin of loyalty for the winning candidate as the running variable.

This margin is measured as the difference between the vote share obtained by the incumbent

Governor – the candidate who obtained the majority vote at the province level, and won the

election – and the vote share ranked first among the remaining alternatives within an electoral

market. Specifically, if an election occurs in municipality m with N alternatives (N−1 candi-

dates plus the “white” option), and candidate i obtains the majority vote at the province level,

the margin of political loyalty in municipality m at election year t is defined by the following

expression:

Marginmt = Simt−Max{S1mt , ...,Si−1,mt ,Si+1,mt , ...,SN−1,mt ,Swhite,mt},

where Simt denotes the vote share obtained by candidate i, with i = {1, ...,N−1}. We define

a municipality as politically loyal if its margin is non-negative, and politically disloyal oth-

5A vote is invalid when voters marked two or more preferred alternatives on the same electoral card. A white
vote is an additional alternative voters can select to express their indifference or distaste towards all remaining
candidates in a particular election. If the “white” option obtains the majority vote, elections should be repeated
with a different list of candidates.
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erwise.6 After constructing this running variable, we obtain a data set of 5,393 observations,

each cell containing information at the municipality-election year combination. We merge in-

formation on election characteristics and outcomes of other elections held in the same year, to

capture aspects of the electoral competition that may be correlated with local political support.

These include whether the winning candidate was from a traditional political party (Liberal and

Conservative), whether the elected Governor and the elected municipal Mayor are affiliated to

the same political party, whether the winning candidate was placed first in the electoral card

list, and the number of unsuccessful elections the winning candidate may have participated in

the past.7

3.2 Internal Displacement and Civil Conflict

We collect information on the treatment variables for the first two years of incumbency (one

and two years after election).8 Data on internal displacement are available for the period 1993-

2012, and are obtained through the Victims’ Special Assistance and Reparation Office (Registro

Único de Víctimas, RUV). 9 We use the number of IDP received per municipality-year, to then

calculate inflow rates. Also, we construct the cumulative stock of IDP, defined as the number

of citizens received per municipality since 1993 until each year of our sample. All IDP flows

and stocks are measured by 10,000 inhabitants.

To account for other civil conflict related variables that might influence displacement flows

and test scores, we collect information on the number of victims from massacres, selective

killings, landmines, and terrorist bombings perpetrated by illegal armed groups from the Na-

tional Center for Historical Memory (Centro Nacional de Memoria Histórica, CNMH). 10 We

follow their definition of a massacre episode, as an event during which at least four civilians,
6We assume municipalities with a draw, i.e. a zero margin of political loyalty, to be politically loyal. In total

we have 11 cases satisfying this condition.
7Regarding information on elections, we use the publicly available digitized data set constructed by the Center

of Economic Development at Universidad de los Andes (CEDE). For an introduction on the use of this data, as
well as its availability, please, see Pachón and Sánchez (2014).

8Hereafter, we will use the terms “years of incumbency” and “years after election” interchangeably.
9This government agency was created in January 2012 to consolidate a data set of civil conflict victims, as well

as to provide immediate assistance and support to this population.
10This commission was created by the central government in 2011 to document and record the history of the

Colombian civil conflict. Their data consist in a combination of reports from a network of non-partisan Catholic
priests and various non-governmental organizations (NGOs) tracking violent episodes perpetrated against civil-
ians.
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in a total state of helplessness, were killed by a recognized (legal or illegal) armed group in

the same location. Selective killings are classified as episodes of violence where up to three

victims were murdered at the same time and place. A landmine accident is defined as a killed

or permanently injured civilian because of accidentally encountering a landmine device that, in

principle, had been placed and/or activated by members of an illegal armed group. A terrorist

bombing is defined as an attempt to use explosives in a public space, with a large potential to

inflict harm to combatants and civilians. For all these violent events, we calculate victimization

rates by 10,000 inhabitants. Finally, we include a set of binary variables indicating the presence

of illegal armed groups: paramilitary groups (AUC) and left-wing guerrillas (ELN and FARC),

based on information provided by the National Police.

3.3 Other Covariates

We include a large set of municipality baseline characteristics. With regard to fiscal capac-

ity and public finance, we collect data on total revenues (tax revenues and other non-taxable

revenues), capital revenues, total transfers (royalties) from the central government, and total ex-

penditures (maintenance expenditures and public payroll) from the National Planning Depart-

ment Office (Departamento Nacional de Planeación, DNP).11 In terms of socio-demographic

indicators, we control for total population, proportion of rural population, 1993 Gini index and

proportion of literate population in 1993. We also account for a diverse set of geographic co-

variates, such as municipality surface area, altitude, quality of soil, availability of water. We

include binary variables indicating the region where the municipality is located, as well as

binary variables indicating the century each municipality was founded. Socio-demographic

information is available from the National Bureau of Statistics (Departamento Administrativo

Nacional de Estadística, DANE); geographic covariates were collected from the National Ge-

ographic Institute (Instituto Geográfico Agustín Codazzi, IGAC).12

11All public finance variables are deflated using 2005 consumer price index (CPI) and transformed in loga-
rithms.

12While the source of these controls are stated in the text, CEDE municipal panel data set pro-
vides a digitized version of these variables. This data set is publicly available at the following link:
https://datoscede.uniandes.edu.co/es/catalogo-de-microdata.
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3.4 Merging Electoral Outcomes with Test Scores

We use publicly available data on school-level standardized outcomes by academic subject –

math and language – from the SABER11 test. Since 2000, this exam is administrated by the

Colombian Inspectorate of Education (Instituto Colombiano para la Evaluación de la Edu-

cación, ICFES) to measure the quality of the education offered and to provide an objective

performance measure signaling student’s competencies to pursue tertiary education. In addi-

tion, this exam serves as a mandatory requirement students have to fulfill in order to obtain

their high school diploma. This examination evaluates five core academic components: math,

language, biology, chemistry, physics and history. We only consider test scores in math and

language since these subjects weight the most in the construction of the general test score per

student, as well as to compare our findings with existing evidence on cognitive achievements.

Using student level data from 2000 to 2012, we collapse test scores at the school level, and

calculate average test scores and percentiles to characterize the whole test score distribution

per subject within each school, for the first two years of incumbency. This information is then

merged at the municipal level with the aforementioned data set on electoral outcomes, leading

to a final repeated cross-section data set of 18,232 observations, in which each cell corresponds

to a school × municipality × election year combination.

4 Empirical Strategy

4.1 Political Loyalty and Internal Displacement

At least two competing theories on the relationship between internal displacement and political

loyalty exist. The first theory suggests that illegal armed actors have a strong preference to

govern compliant civilians within a territory. Provided that civil cooperation is highly malleable

under the threat of violence, political loyalty and internal displacement might not necessarily

be correlated (Kalyvas, 2006). An alternative theory suggests that political loyalty is not easily

influenced. Once the political support of a community is clearly identified by past electoral

outcomes, illegal armed groups have greater incentives to threaten civilians, forcing them to
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leave. This strategy is set as a dissuasive measure to punish defiant behavior, and to ensure

higher levels of cooperation in the future. As a result, political loyalty should be positively

correlated with internal displacement inflows, that is civilians leave their (perceived disloyal)

territories of origin, for relatively more loyal areas, where armed actors have less incentives to

intimidate and enforce cooperation (Steele, 2011).

In the context of the Colombian civil conflict, strong evidence supports the idea that, during

the paramilitary expansion, not only did the AUC coalition make alliances with local political

elites, but it also implemented other strategies to influence elections at the local and national

levels. Alliances with politicians took the form of a series of meetings, during which paramil-

itaries and prospective candidates signed secret “contracts” to foster future cooperation. In

addition, new political parties emerged in response to the AUC to ensure their representation

in regions where their interests were at stake. The AUC thus coordinated actions aimed at

obtaining large vote shares for their preferred candidates and parties. These strategies mostly

included: i) intimidating voters by forcing them to migrate from their municipalities of origin;

ii) forcing voters to support the candidates sponsored by the AUC coalition; and iii) impeding

other politicians from running elections against their preferred candidates, either through intim-

idation or targeted violence (Acemoglu et al., 2013). After successful criminal investigations

to unveil such alliances, almost one third of all legislators – in both Senate and Congress –

were prosecuted in 2012: at least sixteen former province Governors were investigated because

of allegedly supporting, by action or omission, criminal acts committed by non-state armed

groups.13

In order to account for these features of the Colombian civil conflict, we propose a frame-

work formalizing the relationship between political loyalty and internal displacement in Ap-

pendix 1. Our model modifies a theoretical framework initially put forward to understand the

role of racial negative stereotypes and crime occurrence, as discussed in O’Flaherty and Sethi

(2008). These authors build an economic model to explain the disparities in offense and vic-

timization rates between different racial groups in the US. On one hand, offenders inferring

13Left-wing guerrillas did not influence elections by cooperating with local elites with the same intensity as
paramilitary groups. Instead, their strategy to consolidate power involved massive attempts to boycott local elec-
tions using terrorist attacks and bombings (GMH, 2013).
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the victims’ propensity to resist a robbery attempt decide whether crimes should be executed,

and to use violence if victims’ compliance needs to be enforced. On the other hand, potential

victims should decide if resisting a criminal attempt is worthwhile, using the perpetrators’ race

as a way to deduce the likelihood of a violent interaction to occur after resisting.

We modify their model to explain differences in internal displacement rates and political

loyalty between municipalities, in which civilians and terrorists exhibit heterogeneous prefer-

ences for intimidation and violence. The main prediction of our model is that individuals living

in communities considered disloyal will be more likely to experience political intimidation, and

will be forced to migrate more often, fleeing to municipalities considered loyal, as a means to

avoid violent retaliation. As a result, IDP inflows will be higher in politically loyal areas. This

positive correlation is assumed to remain robust, either when the probability of civil support

is not uniformly distributed across municipalities, or when terrorists’ incentives to implement

intimidation and violence differ across electoral markets.

4.2 Econometric Methodology

To estimate whether internal displacement affects educational outcomes in host communities,

we implement a fuzzy RD design:

IDPm,t+h = α1 + γ1Loyalm,t + f(2) (Marginm,t ,Loyalm,t)+ εm,t (1)

T ESTs,m,t+h = α2 + γ2Loyalm,t + f(2) (Marginm,t ,Loyalm,t)+us,m,t , (2)

where equations (1) and (2) correspond to the first stage and reduced-form specifications, re-

spectively. IDPm,t+h denotes our measurements of internal displacement, either the number

of IDP arrivals in municipality m, h years after election, or the stock of IDP received in mu-

nicipality m since 1993 until year t + h. T ESTs,m,t+h are the educational outcomes of interest

per school s (standardized math and language test scores). Loyalm,t is a binary variable taking

value one if the margin of political victory, denoted by Marginm,t , is non-negative, and value

zero otherwise. The function f(2)(.) is a 2nd-order polynomial that incorporates non-linearities
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and interactions between the running variable Marginm,t and the variable of interest Loyalm,t .

In this paper, we focus on a quadratic polynomial specification to account for some flexibility

without compromising the consistency of the estimates, according to what is suggested in the

recent RD literature (Gelman and Imbens, 2017). Finally, εm,t and us,m,t are robust standard

errors clustered at the province-election year combination.

The exogenous source of variation (political loyalty) and the treatment intensity (internal

displacement indicators) change at the municipal level, while educational outcomes are ob-

served at the school level. This implies that the first stage regression is performed using in-

formation of all municipalities in election years. Next, after merging information on school

test scores, we run reduced-form regressions using the expanded data set.14 In practice, we

also estimate the first stage and reduced-form regressions with the expanded data set to jointly

calculate the structural effects of interest and their corresponding standard errors. Regarding

first stage regressions alone, we use observations for which the margin of political loyalty lays

within a bandwidth of 5% and 10% of the vote share around the cutoff value of zero. For the

joint estimation, we use observations using the optimal bandwidth selection algorithm proposed

by Calonico et al. (2014) that also provides biased corrected estimates and robust confidence

intervals.15

4.3 Identifying the Effect of Internal Displacement on Test Scores

In this setting, the parameters of interest are γ1 and γ2. γ1 measures the variation in IDP arrivals

that can be attributed to political loyalty alone. γ2 captures, in standard deviation (SD) units, the

changes in test scores that can be attributed to shifts in political loyalty. The structural effect

of interest is the ratio between the reduced form coefficient γ2 and the first stage coefficient

γ1. This is the IV-Wald effect ρ = γ2/γ1, to be interpreted as the SD increase in test scores

explained by one additional IDP received, per 10,000 inhabitants.

Identification of ρ relies on the use of political loyalty as an instrument that, in order to be

14It is worth noticing that, for the expanded data set estimations, we drop elections for years 1994 and 1997 as
the SABER11 exam does not exist for these periods.

15This algorithm also has the advantage to optimally select narrower bandwidth values at higher convergence
rates than other methods available in the RD literature (Ichimura and Todd, 2007; Imbens and Kalyanaraman,
2012).
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valid, needs to satisfy at least two requirements. First, the instrument should explain a large

portion of the variation in internal displacement. This assumption is tested by checking the

statistical significance of the effect of political loyalty on forced migration from the first stage

equation (1). As implied by the theoretical framework suggested in this paper, we expect γ1 to

be positive and statistically significant. That is, a large fraction of internally displaced will flee

towards politically loyal municipalities where armed actors have less incentives to intimidate

civilians.

The second requirement is that the instrument should not be correlated with latent cofac-

tors that affect both forced migration and test scores. While this assumption cannot be directly

tested under an IV framework, we successfully check whether baseline covariates evolve con-

tinuously around the cutoff value of zero. In this way, we can neglect any potential unobserv-

ables explaining changes in test scores. Moreover, there are other reasons to believe political

loyalty variation satisfies the exclusion restriction. Provided that education, on average, is given

the same weight in the political agenda of all candidates, it is not clear to which extent voters

in comparable municipalities, with almost identical (most likely positive) preferences for edu-

cational policies, will be marginally disloyal to the incumbent Governor for any other reason

than the randomness of voting outcomes in contested elections.

It is also worth mentioning that the effects that can be identified using a fuzzy regression-

discontinuity design are local in nature. This is due to the fact that the impact on internal

displacement is significantly larger in municipalities where elections for Governor were highly

contested. Similarly, we expect that the negative effect on test scores will be important in those

municipalities where pupils from displaced households were able to continue their studies and

take the high-school exit exam in these new hosting locations. Therefore, the effect that our

empirical approach identifies is the local average treatment effect (LATE) among those munic-

ipalities where IDP arrivals dramatically change after plausibly random, marginal changes in

political loyalty towards the winning candidate.
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5 Results

5.1 Summary Statistics

Figure 3 plots the discontinuous relationship between IDP arrivals and the vote share in favor of

the incumbent candidate as a measure of political loyalty. A negative margin indicates an elec-

tion where voters were disloyal to the elected Governor. Each dark point represents the average

value of the outcome in vote spread bins of 1.5 percentage points. Panels (a) and (b) present

IDP inflow (or arrival, reception) rates, for the first and second years after election. Panels (c)

and (d) show similar graphs for the stocks of IDP received per municipality. Dashed lines show

95% confidence intervals. All flows and stocks are measured relative to 10,000 inhabitants. As

observed, there is a marked increase in the number of IDP arriving in municipalities considered

loyal. They receive, on average, four more IDP than comparable municipalities supporting the

second-best candidate. The non-overlapping nature of the confidence intervals before and af-

ter the discontinuity suggests that changes induced by political loyalty are clearly statistically

significant for the first two years of incumbency.

Figure 3 displays discontinuity graphs of the effect of political loyalty on educational out-

comes. Panels (a) and (b) report discontinuity plots for average math test scores at the municipal

level one and two years after election, respectively. Panels (c) and (d) present the same figures

for average language test scores. Overall, these plots suggest a sizable negative relationship

between IDP inflows and educational outcomes, as reduced-form effects seem to drop as the

margin of political loyalty increases.

Table 1 reports municipality-level summary statistics, classifying municipalities by their

political loyalty. Columns (1)-(5) report information for the full sample of municipalities.

Columns (6)-(7) present results for municipalities deemed loyal. Columns (8)-(9) present sim-

ilar information for disloyal municipalities. Differences in means between both types of mu-

nicipalities are reported in Columns (10)-(11). Relative to disloyal municipalities, those with a

positive vote margin have less candidates running for elections, but such candidates also tend

to run several times before winning a seat. Moreover, data suggest some degree of vertical

integration, as it is more frequent that both the elected Mayor and Governor share affiliation
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with the same political party. Regarding civil conflict variables, loyal municipalities appear to

be less vulnerable to terrorist attacks (mostly perpetrated by guerrilla groups), but more likely

to have paramilitary groups. Concerning fiscal capacity, loyal municipalities display greater

public spending, but their revenues are also larger. In general, disloyal municipalities appear

to show worse socio-demographic indicators, but there are few differences in their geographic

characteristics in comparison to municipalities with larger political support.

5.2 On The Validity of the RD Design

Two conditions are required to validate the research design of this analysis. First, it demands

that all variables (except the treatment) evolve smoothly around the cutoff point. We test this

assumption by running the RD model with a quadratic polynomial implied from our baseline

specification for each control variable reported in Table 1. We focus our attention on close

elections whose vote shares lie within bandwidth values of 5% and 10% around the cutoff point

of zero. Appendix Table A.2.1 reports these estimates. Each cell presents a RD coefficient with

its respective standard error. Results from 38 regressions (per bandwidth value) support the idea

that covariates evolve continuously around the cutoff since only one coefficient is significant at

the 95% confidence level, a result that it is expected to happen by pure chance.16

The second validity test we perform checks whether there is precise manipulation of the

running variable close to the cutoff. In practice, it is hard to imagine a reason why voters in

some municipalities would like to appear marginally loyal to a particular candidate, as victory is

revealed when the voting count at the province level is completed.17 Even if there are incentives

to manipulate elections in an municipality, its marginally loyal status will depend on electoral

outcomes in those municipalities that did not suffer any sort of manipulation. However, if a

particular group of interest has the power to force electoral outcomes in one direction in a large

subset of municipalities, we should expect a sharp bump in the vote distribution around the zero

cutoff. Addressing this concern, Appendix Figure A.2.1 shows graphic evidence that there is
16Under the null hypothesis of zero effects, one out of 20 regressions will report a statistically significant

coefficient at the 5% significance level.
17It is useful to remember that the Governor’s seat is won by the candidate receiving the majority of votes at

the province (state) level. This drastically departs from other voting mechanisms, such as those granting victory
to the candidate who is successful in accumulating victories in as many electoral colleges as possible (in this case,
municipalities).
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no precise manipulation of the running variable (Panel (a)). A more formal test, as is common

in the RD literature (McCrary, 2008), supports the validity of our design. Indeed, with a log

difference in the height of the density function of 0.05 and a standard error of 0.08, we cannot

reject the null hypothesis of no discontinuity around the cutoff (Panel (b)). We also conduct an

alternative test using a local-polynomial density estimation procedure in the spirit of Cattaneo

et al. (2016), to obtain robust bias-corrected estimated heights of 0.82 and 0.07, with p-values

of 0.41 and 0.94, for observations within 5% and 10% bandwidth values around the cutoff

point, respectively (Panels (c) and (d)). These results provide further evidence that there is no

precise manipulation of the running variable, supporting the RD design implemented in this

study.

5.3 The Effects of Political Loyalty on Internal Displacement

Table 2 reports sharp Regression-Discontinuity (RD) estimates on the effects of political loyalty

on internal displacement into receiving municipalities. Columns (1)-(4) and columns (5)-(8)

present the coefficients for the first and second year of incumbency, respectively. The dependent

variables in these regressions are the number of IDP and the cumulative stock of IDP received

by a particular municipality, per 10,000 inhabitants. We run these first stage regressions at the

municipal level, using narrow bandwidths of five percent (Panel A) and ten percent (Panel B) of

the margin of political loyalty around the cutoff point of zero. As mentioned earlier, the margin

of political loyalty is defined as the vote share difference between the incumbent candidate and

the maximum vote share obtained among the remaining alternatives.

Comparing the size of the effects by the different bandwidths used, coefficients remain

fairly robust across all specifications. Results for the first year after election appear to be non-

significant at the five percent bandwidth, but as the bandwidth is doubled, efficiency is improved

without major sacrifices in terms of consistency. Findings obtained for the second year after

election are strongly significant, irrespective of the bandwidth value used.

Regarding effects on IDP arrivals, coefficients displayed in columns (1)-(2) and columns

(5)-(6) suggest that politically loyal communities receive on average between nine and 13 more

IDP than comparable disloyal municipalities. These are sizable impacts as they represent 0.48
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standard deviations of the inflow rate for the first two incumbency years. Comparing RD esti-

mates on IDP stocks, municipalities with a positive margin of political loyalty seem on average

to receive and let settle between 53 (Column (4)) and 80 (Column (7)) more IDP per 10,000

inhabitants the first and second years after election, respectively. These magnitudes are also

economically meaningful as they represent up to a 0.54 SD impact on internal displacement.

5.3.1 Mechanisms

In this section, we suggest three mechanisms behind the sharp discontinuity in IDP reception

in loyal municipalities. In particular, we examine whether election characteristics, civil conflict

related violence, and central government fiscal capacity can explain the movement of displaced

victims when political support to the incumbent Governor is revealed. To this end, we interact

all baseline covariates in these three categories with our variable of interest, Loyalm,t , and with

all variables included in the polynomial component f(k)(.) of the first stage specification as of

equation (1). In these estimations, the coefficient of interest is now the interaction of Loyalm,t

with each of the regressors considered.

Election characteristics. Table 3 displays RD coefficients from interacting the political loy-

alty indicator with the different attributes of Governor’s elections. The first two columns report

estimates where the dependent variable is the number of IDP received one and two years after

election. Similar RD estimates are presented in the last two columns for the cumulative stock

of IDP in host municipalities. Two elements appear to be good candidates in explaining the mi-

gration patterns obtained in our previous results. First, by analyzing the significance and sign

of the effects when the party identity is controlled for, we obtain some evidence of political

sorting as, on average, it is more likely that IDP move to loyal municipalities where the incum-

bent candidate belongs to an non-traditional political party. While these sorting is significant

only at the 10% level, in the long-run this sorting pattern is fully revealed as municipalities

where the incumbent candidate is from the Conservative party received, since 1993, between

100 and 120 IDP less than comparable loyal municipalities whose winning candidates belong

to a different political party (Columns (3)-(4), third row). If we repeat this exercise now focus-
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ing on whether the incumbent candidate was affiliated to a non-traditional party, the impact is

completely reversed (Columns (3)-(4), second row).

Second, it is clear that the greater reception of internally displaced was exacerbated follow-

ing the political reform that extended the incumbency period by one additional year, from the

original term duration of three years. As coefficients in the last row suggest, elections from

2003 are positively associated with an increase in IDP arrivals, relative to politically loyal mu-

nicipalities in earlier election years. Findings also rule out other mechanisms such as vertical

integration between elected Mayors and Governors when they are from the same political party

(fifth row). Moreover, increased political competition, measured as the number of running can-

didates per election, does not seem to be a major determinant of the variation in the inflows of

IDP into receiving communities. In general, political ideology and enhanced incentives appear

to be the main explanations.

Civil conflict-related violence. How do incentives to migrate into politically loyal municipal-

ities change when civil conflict-related violence increase during elections? Table 4 intends to

provide an answer to this question by reporting RD estimates of the interaction of the polit-

ical loyalty variable with indicators of violence perpetrated against civilians by illegal armed

groups. As expected, almost all coefficients are negative in sign, suggesting that internally

displaced civilians are less likely to migrate into politically loyal municipalities if a threat of

victimization is present. Concerning short-run IDP inflows, selective homicides seem to be the

major channel by which reception of civilians decreases (Columns (1)-(2), second row). While

this effect persists during the first two years of incumbency, it is only significant at the 10%

level.

In contrast, civilian targeted violence in the form of massacres emerges as a strong predic-

tor of the decrease in the cumulative stock of IDP, presenting negative and strongly significant

coefficients (Columns (3)-(4), first row). The landmine victimization rate does not seem to be

a relevant channel by which IDP inflows are affected as parameters are negative in sign but

imprecisely estimated. We also obtain what it appears to be a positive effect of terrorist bomb-

ings on stocks of IDP arrivals. Nonetheless, the resulting coefficient is only significant at the
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10% level, and its statistical relevance disappears in the second year of incumbency. Overall,

these results support the idea that political violence and IDP inflows are strongly, negatively

correlated.

Public finance. Table 5 presents RD coefficients in which we interact municipality level pub-

lic finance indicators with political loyalty status. We obtain no effect for almost all of our

selected covariates, with the notable exception of total revenues and transfers (Columns (1)-

(2), fourth row). A potential explanation for the negative correlation obtained is the extent to

which municipalities with a weaker local fiscal capacity are more dependent on central govern-

ment transfers to function. Hence, among loyal municipalities, those receiving less transfers are

expected to be more independent in the provision of public goods funded from other sources of

income such as local taxes or capital revenues. While the latter are not statistically significant,

their corresponding coefficients exhibit a positive sign. This suggests that a stronger local fiscal

capacity is, in general, positively correlated with receiving internally displaced.

5.4 The Effects of IDP Arrivals on Educational Outcomes

5.4.1 Effects on Average Test Scores

Table 6 documents the core results of this paper. Panel A presents reduced-form estimates of

a sharp RD design, where the main outcomes of interest are school average standardized math

and language test scores. Panel B displays fuzzy RD regressions (IV-Wald estimates), where the

treatment variable is the IDP arrival rate, measured as the number of IDP received per 10,000

inhabitants. Finally, Panel C reports the first stage RD regressions, where the instrumental

variable is a binary variable indicating whether a municipality is politically loyal, Loyalm,t .

Columns (1)-(2) and (3)-(4) present estimates on test scores and instrumental variables one

and two years after elections. As mentioned earlier, instead of choosing an arbitrary bandwidth

value, we opt to implement the algorithm suggested by Calonico et al. (2014) that also provides

biased corrected estimates and robust confidence intervals. As in the previous section, robust

standard errors are clustered at the province-election year combination.18

18Standard errors barely change if we cluster at the municipality level. Estimates are available on request.
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Intention to treat effects (ITT) reported in Panel A reveal that schools located in politically

loyal municipalities suffer a drop in math scores of about 0.18 SD and 0.3 SD the first and

second year of incumbency, respectively (Columns (1) and (3)). The drop in language scores

is more dramatic, as in the first (second) year after election scores fall by 0.6 (0.3) SD in

municipalities supporting the winning candidate. Interestingly, it seems that there is some

degree of “reversion at the mean” effect for language scores, as the effects decrease after the

second year of incumbency. In contrast, there is a monotone increasing loss in math scores as

the political loyalty effect persists and increases during the first two years after elections.

Coefficients displayed in Panel B document the structural effects of interest. Regarding

math scores, one additional IDP arrival in a loyal municipality implies a drop of 3% and 4%

of a SD, during the first and second year after elections, respectively. The effect is larger for

language scores, as the same increase in IDP reception causes a decline up to 10% of a SD.

These impacts are economically meaningful since they represent an average negative effect up

to 0.4 SD and 0.6 SD on math and language scores, respectively. Moreover, examining first

stage specification coefficients (Panel C), it is clear that political loyalty itself constitutes a

strong instrument to predict IDP inflows after election years. Coefficients are not only strongly

significant, but the F-statistics associated to each specification is also above the critical value

of 10, allowing us to reject the null hypothesis of weak instruments.

5.4.2 Effects Across the Test Score Distribution

Are these negative effects homogeneous across the student population? To understand how

internally displaced inflows affect the educational outcomes of pupils at different segments of

the ability distribution, we report IV-Wald and reduced-form regressions, in which dependent

variables are different percentiles of the math and language test scores distributions. The in-

tuition is that the same displacement shock might influence educational outcomes of students

differently along the student ability distribution. 19

Table 7 presents RD results for different percentiles of math test scores. We observe a

continuously decreasing drop in test scores, the more we move towards the upper end of the

19We abstain to report first stage results since, by construction, they are exactly the same as those reported in
Table 6.
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distribution. Reduced-form estimations from Panel A suggest, for instance, that, in loyal mu-

nicipalities, students at the bottom 10% scored 7% of a SD less relative to comparable students

at disloyal municipalities. Moreover, students at the top 10% of the distribution obtained 0.14

SD less for the same displacement shock. This implies that better students were affected twice

as much as less successful students. This pattern is also evident when we examine the ef-

fects in the second year after elections. Students at the bottom (top) 10% of the distribution

scored 9% (20%) of a SD less than students at the same percentile enrolled in schools located

in disloyal municipalities. In general, these results highlight the fact that negative effects are

prominent in the upper end of the student ability distribution, and that they do not vanish after

one period, ruling out possible “reversion to the mean” effect in the short term. Concerning

structural effects on math scores, there is a continuous decreasing effect up to 2.5% of a SD

for one additional IDP received in the first two years after election (Panel B). Provided that

loyal municipalities received on average 12 IDP per 10,000 inhabitants, this estimate implies a

negative effect of about 0.35 SD on math scores for students above the 90th percentile of the

test score distribution.

Table 8 repeats the above exercise using as dependent variables the different percentiles of

the language test score distribution per school. Results in Panel A indicate that students in the

bottom (top) 10% score 0.2 (0.3) SD less than comparable students in municipalities deemed

disloyal. During the second year of incumbency, ITT effects are more prominent, ranging

from 8% to 18% of a SD for bottom 10% and top 10% students, respectively. According

to coefficients reported in Panel B, we can also conclude that students at the upper end of

the language test score distribution are the ones harmed the most by IDP arrivals. Students

attending education in loyal municipalities who belong to the 90th percentile score 2% of a SD

less because of receiving one additional IDP during the first two years of incumbency, implying

an average impact of 0.3 SD. From these results, we can infer that, in host communities, all

students, irrespective of their placement in the ability distribution, are unambiguously harmed

by IDP arrivals, but top students are the most affected as their test scores, especially on math,

suffer a larger drop.
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5.4.3 Effects by Daily Working Schedules

We investigate whether different daily working spells explain the results. In Colombia, educa-

tion is provided via four different schedules: i) a full day schedule; ii) a morning-exclusive spell

from 7:00AM to 12:30PM; iii) an afternoon-only schedule, running from 1:00PM to 5:30PM;

and iv) a night-weekend schedule, rarely implemented and only accepting adults. Table 9 pro-

vides evidence that, depending on the working spells, the negative effects we document might

be more severe. We split the sample in four different groups, where each column represents

a daily working schedule. Panels A and B report IV-Wald estimates from a fuzzy RD design

where the dependent variables are average standardized math and language scores, respectively.

We use the same optimal bandwidth value obtained from previous regressions as a way to com-

pare our results with the ones obtained in baseline specifications.

Schools implementing a half-day working schedule are the most affected by IDP arrivals.

Panel A suggests that math scores suffer a significant negative effect of 1.5% and 4% of a

SD following an additional IDP per 10,000 inhabitants. We also obtain a significant negative

impact of 9% of a SD on math scores for schools that implement the afternoon working spell.

As expected, we obtain no significant effects in those schools providing education to adult

students exclusively.

A similar pattern is observed for language test scores. Coefficients reported in Panel B

indicate a negative effect up to 4% of a SD in schools implementing a full day schedule. Inter-

estingly, we observe a dramatic negative effect of 0.15 SD for only-morning schools. However,

this impact decreases to 3% of a SD the second year after elections. The negative effect ob-

tained for schools implementing the afternoon working spell is also consistent for language

scores, as we report a 10% of a SD drop explained by an increment of one additional IDP per

10,000 inhabitants. Overall, while all schools providing education to children are negatively

affected by IDP inflows, it is clear that those implementing a morning schedule suffer the least,

relative to schools working exclusively in the afternoon. Full day schools are the least affected

as the extended workload may mitigate the negative externalities on educational outcomes that

are attributed to the interaction between the native and the internally displaced populations.
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5.4.4 Effects by Gender Composition

Last, we examine whether school gender composition explains the negative effects on test

scores. Assuming that female students possess a comparative advantage in STEM subjects over

male students , it may be expected that the larger the proportion of girls, the lower the negative

effect on math scores, as the positive peer effects from female students will compensate. If

male students were better than female students in non-STEM subjects, the reverse effect would

hold.

Table 10 reports IV-Wald estimates of baseline specifications, splitting the sample by quan-

tiles of the school female student distribution. As Panel A suggests, negative effects on math

scores are obtained in schools with extreme gender imbalance. For instance, schools with less

than 25% of female students report a 3% and 8% of a SD drop in test scores, during the first

and second years after elections, respectively. In contrast, schools with a more balanced dis-

tribution of students do not present any significant effects (Columns (2) and (6)). As female

participation increases, effects, however, become statistically significant. Schools in loyal mu-

nicipalities with 75% or more female students score 3.5% of a SD less than schools located

in disloyal municipalities with a comparable gender composition. Nonetheless, schools with a

large proportion of female students are less affected than those with a large proportion of male

students. As the effects, in absolute terms, are higher during the second year of incumbency, it

is safe to claim the effects we report to be rather persistent over time.

Panel B displays results on language scores. Effects decrease after the second year of

incumbency. For instance, schools with only up to 25% of male students report a drop of 10% of

a SD in test scores during the first year of incumbency (Column (4)). The same effect decreases

to 5% of a SD during the second year (Column (7)). This decreasing effect is more pronounced

for schools with a larger participation of male students. Overall, estimates allow us to infer

that schools with a larger participation of female students are less affected by IDP inflows than

schools with a greater proportion of boys. Furthermore, as observed in particular for math

scores, schools with a more balanced gender distribution of students seem to be unaffected by

the reception of IDP.
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6 Concluding Remarks

Does internal displacement affect educational attainments of those living in host communities?

In this paper, we address this question by estimating the causal effect of internally displaced

inflows on math and language test scores using a fuzzy RD design. We find a significantly

negative impact, driven by shifts in political loyalty that induce massive amount of civilians to

displace into politically loyal municipalities. From a theoretical point of view, we offered an

explanation on how political loyalty and IDP inflows are positively correlated. These stylized

facts serve as the building block of our analysis, and motivates the empirical strategy we im-

plemented to identify the negative impact of civil conflict-induced displacement on educational

achievements at secondary school.

We observe that communities with a large political participation, strong fiscal autonomy,

and lower civil conflict violence are more likely to suffer sharp IDP inflows. At the school

level, we find that schools with a comprehensive daily working spell and a balanced student

gender distribution are the least affected by the population shock. However, we also show that

IDP reception affects all students across the test performance distribution, with top performers

in loyal municipalities suffering the highest drop in test scores, especially in STEM subjects

(math). We believe our findings are informative and provide evidence of the necessity to con-

sider these specific elements in designing educational policies in Colombia.

From a public policy perspective, results support the idea that an intervention aimed to

boost test scores in host communities should be able to counterweight the negative effects

aforementioned. Since many of the effects documented in the economics of education literature

are quite conservative, we claim that allocating resources to those programs in the shadow of

a civil conflict and displacement crisis might be an ineffective strategy to improve educational

achievements. Rather than ending complementary programs seeking to improve educational

outcomes, we argue in favor of more comprehensive interventions targeting displaced people

in host municipalities to mitigate the negative impacts we found. We consider this issue as a

promising area of research.
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Tables and Figures

Figure 1: Internal displacement in Colombia per year
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Source: Victims’ Special Unit for Assistance and Reparation (RUV).
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Figure 2: Number of IDP arrivals (1993-2012) per 10,000 inhabitants

(a) 1993-2002
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Notes: This figure displays the average IDP flows in a 20-year period. Panels (a) and (b) show average number of IDP received at each
municipality during years 1993-2002 and years 2003-2012, respectively. White areas denote municipalities where no elections for Governor
are held (e.g. Bogota D.C.) or municipalities which election data were not available. Source: Victims’ Special Unit for Assistance and
Reparation (RUV).
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Figure 3: Effect of Political Loyalty on IDP reception - RD Figures

(a) IDP inflows - Year (t +1)
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(c) Stock of IDP arrivals - Year (t +1)
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Notes: All figures present the relationship between the IDPs flows (per 10,000 inhabitants) against the margin of
political loyalty, with a negative margin indicating voters were politically disloyal to the winning candidate. Panels
(a) and (b) present RD plots for IDP inflow rates, the first and second year after election, respectively. Panels (c)
and (d) show RD plots using the stock of IDP arrivals, the first and second year after election, respectively. Each
point represents the average value of the outcome in vote spread bins of width of 1.5 percentage points. The solid
line plots predicted values, with separate quadratic vote spread trends on either side of the margin of political
loyalty threshold (zero). The dashed lines are 95 percent confidence intervals.
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Figure 4: Effects of Political Loyalty on SABER11 Test Scores - RD Figures
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(c) Language Scores at Year (t +1)
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(d) Language Scores at Year (t +2)
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Notes: All figures present the relationship between average standardized test scores and the margin of political
loyalty, with a negative margin indicating voters were politically disloyal to the winning candidate. Panels (a)
and (b) present RD plots for average math scores per school, the first and second year after election, respectively.
Panels (c) and (d) show RD plots using average language scores as dependent variable, for the first and second
years after election, respectively. Each point represents the average value of the outcome in vote spread bins of
width of one quarter of a percentage point. The solid line plots predicted values, with separate quadratic vote
spread trends on either side of the margin of political loyalty threshold (zero). The dashed lines are 95 percent
confidence intervals.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Full Sample Loyalmt = 1 Loyalmt = 0 Difference
N Mean S.D. Max Min N Mean N Mean (7)-(9) -S.E.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Election Characteristics
# candidates per election year 5393 4.164 1.587 9 1 3535 4.054 1858 4.374 -0.320*** 0.045
# failed attempts to win office per candidate at previous elections 5393 0.149 0.356 1 0 3535 0.165 1858 0.116 0.049*** 0.010
1=candidate’s from the Liberal party 5393 0.435 0.496 1 0 3535 0.438 1858 0.428 -0.009 0.014
1=candidate’s from the Conservative party 5393 0.160 0.366 1 0 3535 0.169 1858 0.143 0.026** 0.010
1=candidate’s from an alternative political party 5393 0.406 0.491 1 0 3535 0.393 1858 0.429 -0.035** 0.014
1=Mayor from the same political party 4915 0.279 0.449 1 0 3220 0.343 1695 0.158 0.184*** 0.013
1=4 year term election 5393 0.410 0.492 1 0 3535 0.404 1858 0.420 -0.016 0.014
1=the candidate’s is placed first in the voting card 5393 0.384 0.486 1 0 3535 0.380 1858 0.392 -0.012 0.014

Civil Conflict Variables
(log) #victims of massacres by 10k inhabitants 5386 0.405 3.693 128.480 0 3531 0.379 1855 0.453 -0.074 0.106
(log) #selective killings by 10k inhabitants 5386 3.403 57.661 3807.020 0 3531 2.690 1855 4.761 -2.071 1.653
(log) #victims of landmines by 10k inhabitants 5386 2.387 31.726 1355.281 0 3531 2.162 1855 2.816 -0.653 0.910
(log) #fatal victims of terrorist episodes by 10k inhabitants 5386 0.077 1.132 44.836 0 3531 0.056 1855 0.117 -0.061* 0.032
1=presence of paramilitary forces 5391 0.150 0.357 1 0 3533 0.162 1858 0.126 0.035*** 0.010
1=presence of guerrilla groups (ELN) 5391 0.239 0.427 1 0 3533 0.237 1858 0.243 -0.006 0.012
1=presence of guerrilla groups (FARC) 5391 0.402 0.490 1 0 3533 0.398 1858 0.411 -0.013 0.014

Public Finance Variables
Log total tax revenue 4881 0.896 1.954 9.151 -9.037 3199 1.083 1682 0.539 0.544*** 0.058
Log total non-tax revenue 4839 -0.063 1.873 8.858 -9.954 3176 0.026 1663 -0.234 0.260*** 0.057
Log total central government transfers 4677 1.537 0.768 6.940 -6.735 3044 1.562 1633 1.490 0.072*** 0.024
Log total capital revenue 4372 3.095 1.988 9.006 -9.037 2892 3.156 1480 2.975 0.181*** 0.063
Log total public sector payroll 4875 1.474 1.130 7.598 -2.363 3195 1.570 1680 1.293 0.277*** 0.034
Log total public sector expenditure 4875 2.145 1.095 8.231 -1.979 3195 2.248 1680 1.947 0.301*** 0.033

Other Control Variables
% of urban/rural population 5386 0.605 0.236 1 0.002 3531 0.585 1855 0.642 -0.058*** 0.007
Log total population 5386 9.527 1.055 14.633 5.204 3531 9.611 1855 9.367 0.244*** 0.030
gini index 1993 5391 0.431 0.112 0.533 0 3533 0.427 1858 0.438 -0.010*** 0.003
literacy index 1993 5391 84.946 8.815 99.698 0.378 3533 84.379 1858 86.025 -1.646*** 0.252
municipality’s surface area 5391 943.365 3110.300 65674 15 3533 910.185 1858 1006.456 -96.272 89.132
meters above the sea level 5391 1169.514 1160.654 25221 2 3533 1115.572 1858 1272.084 -156.512*** 33.196
distance to the department’s main urban center 5391 79.762 57.477 493.084 0 3533 78.173 1858 82.782 -4.609*** 1.646
log water availability 5187 14.992 0.450 15.543 0 3405 14.991 1782 14.994 -0.003 0.013
soil quality index 5187 2.676 1.218 8 0 3405 2.740 1782 2.555 0.185*** 0.036
municipality founded between 1500-1600 5391 0.047 0.212 1 0 3533 0.051 1858 0.041 0.010 0.006
municipality founded between 1601-1700 5391 0.044 0.204 1 0 3533 0.047 1858 0.038 0.009 0.006
municipality founded between 1701-1800 5391 0.149 0.356 1 0 3533 0.140 1858 0.167 -0.028*** 0.010
municipality founded between 1801-1900 5391 0.301 0.459 1 0 3533 0.305 1858 0.295 0.010 0.013
% of municipalities close to the atlantic coast 5391 0.169 0.375 1 0 3533 0.176 1858 0.156 0.020* 0.011
% of municipalities close to the pacific coast 5391 0.156 0.363 1 0 3533 0.155 1858 0.157 -0.002 0.010
% of municipalities in the eastern region 5391 0.053 0.225 1 0 3533 0.055 1858 0.050 0.006 0.006
% of municipalities in the amazon region 5391 0.042 0.202 1 0 3533 0.042 1858 0.043 0.000 0.006

Notes: Columns (1)-(5) report summary statistics of baseline covariates for the full sample. Column (6)-(9) present frequencies and means per political loyalty status. Column (10) and (11) show differences in mean

estimates between loyal and disloyal municipalities and standard errors, respectively. Data on Governors elections comes from the Colombian Electoral Office (Registraduria). Data on civil conflict comes from the

National Center for Historical Memory (CNMH). Public finance information comes from the National Planning Department (DNP). Socio-demographic and Geographic controls come from the Colombian Central

Statistics Office (DANE) and the Colombian Geographical Center (IGAC). * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value < 0.01.
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Table 2: Effect of Political Loyalty on Internal Displacement Inflows into Hosting Municipali-
ties - RD Estimates

First Year After Election Second Year After Election
IDP Arrivals IDP Arrivals (Cum.) IDP Arrivals IDP Arrivals (Cum.)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Panel A: Bandwidth 5% Margin of Political Loyalty

Loyalmt 9.750 10.28 68.60* 65.49** 10.85* 13.18** 78.55* 77.76**
(6.045) (6.797) (35.69) (32.72) (6.130) (5.682) (40.31) (35.20)

Observations 644 423 644 423 644 423 644 423
R-squared 0.008 0.011 0.008 0.008 0.014 0.017 0.009 0.010
Baseline Covariates No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Panel B: Bandwidth 10% Margin of Political Loyalty

Loyalmt 11.36** 9.016* 67.01*** 53.85*** 13.47*** 13.01*** 79.95*** 66.48***
(4.734) (4.877) (24.40) (19.76) (4.995) (4.486) (28.61) (22.19)

Observations 1,220 826 1,220 826 1,220 826 1,220 826
R-squared 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.007 0.009
Baseline Covariates No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This table
reports sharp Regression-Discontinuity (RD) estimates on the effect of political loyalty on internal displacement
into hosting municipalities. Columns (1)-(4) and columns (5)-(8) present the coefficients for the first and second
year of incumbency, respectively. The dependent variables in these regressions are the number of IDP and the
cumulative sum of IDP received in a particular municipality since 1993 (per 10,000 inhabitants). Panels A and B
report coefficients using a five and ten percent bandwidth of the margin of political loyalty around the cutoff point
of zero, respectively. The margin of political loyalty is defined as the vote share difference between the incumbent
candidate and the second best candidate at the municipal level. * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value <
0.01.
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Table 3: Mechanisms: Election Characteristics

IDP Arrivals IDP Arrivals (Cum.)
First Year Second Year First Year Second Year

After Election After Election After Election After Election
Loyalmt× (1) (2) (3) (4)

# candidates per election 1.740 2.101 3.547 5.777
(2.603) (2.394) (11.368) (13.103)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.023 0.035 0.022 0.026

1=Liberal party -7.002 -7.277 -70.230* -77.192
(9.057) (8.834) (41.381) (48.579)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.019 0.040 0.036 0.040

1=Conservative party -17.159* -22.702** -99.157** -120.793**
(9.130) (8.872) (41.703) (49.287)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.016 0.024 0.014 0.017

1=Alternative party 14.030 16.501* 109.519*** 125.221***
(8.542) (8.714) (40.885) (47.623)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.038 0.072 0.057 0.064

1=Mayor from the same political party -11.930 0.065 -55.981 -53.691
(11.829) (12.665) (54.705) (65.704)

Observations 1,118 1,118 1,118 1,118
R-squared 0.014 0.028 0.030 0.031

1=Placed first in the voting card 9.068 7.458 40.993 48.505
(9.300) (10.439) (47.783) (57.032)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.018 0.020 0.012 0.013

1=four year period election 9.115 11.465 98.436*** 109.205***
(7.792) (7.907) (32.711) (38.429)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.110 0.113 0.228 0.226

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This table
displays RD coefficients from interacting our political loyalty indicator (Loyalmt ) with the different attributes of
Governor’s elections in our sample. The first two columns report estimates where the dependent variable is the
IDP received one and two years after election. Similar RD estimates are presented in the last two columns for the
cumulative stock of IDP in hosting municipalities. * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value < 0.01
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Table 4: Mechanisms: Civil Conflict

IDP Arrivals IDP Arrivals (Cum.)
First Year Second Year First Year Second Year

After Election After Election After Election After Election
Loyalmt× (1) (2) (3) (4)

(log) #victims of massacres -0.667 -2.117 -15.154** -17.288**
(1.889) (1.615) (6.459) (7.715)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.006 0.010 0.010 0.010

(log) #selective killings -1.383* -1.082* -7.985 -8.907
(0.783) (0.623) (5.240) (5.610)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.007 0.011 0.011 0.011

(log) #victims of landmines -1.230 -1.412 -6.746 -8.367
(0.968) (0.969) (7.399) (8.356)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.026 0.022 0.045 0.043

(log) #fatal victims of terrorist episodes -2.125 -10.705 33.457* 22.837
(5.425) (6.888) (19.049) (22.086)

Observations 1,220 1,220 1,220 1,220
R-squared 0.006 0.013 0.008 0.009

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This table
displays RD coefficients from interacting our political loyalty indicator (Loyalmt ) with the different civil conflict
related violent outcomes at election years. The first two columns report estimates where the dependent variable is
the IDP received one and two years after election. Similar RD estimates are presented in the last two columns for
the cumulative stock of IDP in hosting municipalities. * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value < 0.01
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Table 5: Mechanisms: Public Finance

IDP Arrivals IDP Arrivals (Cum.)
First Year Second Year First Year Second Year

After Election After Election After Election After Election
Loyalmt× (1) (2) (3) (4)

Log total tax revenue 2.024 0.738 3.857 4.455
(2.300) (1.496) (8.441) (9.585)

Observations 1,105 1,105 1,105 1,105
R-squared 0.016 0.022 0.025 0.026

Log total non-tax revenue 2.407 1.642 -12.142 -10.428
(3.241) (2.956) (12.200) (14.254)

Observations 1,095 1,095 1,095 1,095
R-squared 0.008 0.014 0.012 0.013

Log total capital revenue 1.065 1.461 3.011 4.423
(1.639) (1.542) (9.994) (11.283)

Observations 1,004 1,004 1,004 1,004
R-squared 0.047 0.049 0.051 0.055

Log total central government transfers -8.448* -9.032** -36.432 -45.461
(4.601) (3.993) (26.191) (28.890)

Observations 1,046 1,046 1,046 1,046
R-squared 0.009 0.017 0.016 0.016

Log total public sector payroll -2.771 -0.370 -9.152 -9.660
(2.933) (2.577) (16.706) (18.741)

Observations 1,101 1,101 1,101 1,101
R-squared 0.017 0.021 0.023 0.024

Log total public sector expenditure -5.245* -2.482 -26.088 -28.542
(2.991) (2.547) (16.900) (18.848)

Observations 1,101 1,101 1,101 1,101
R-squared 0.011 0.015 0.013 0.014

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This
table displays RD coefficients from interacting our political loyalty indicator (Loyalmt ) with municipalities’ public
finance indicators in election years. The first two columns report estimates where the dependent variable is the
IDP received one and two years after election. Similar RD estimates are presented in the last two columns for the
cumulative stock of IDP in hosting municipalities. * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value < 0.01
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Table 6: Effects of IDP Arrivals on Average Test Scores

First Year After Election Second Year After Election
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Math Language Math Language
Scores Scores Scores Scores

Panel A: Reduced-Form Estimates

Loyalmt -0.179*** -0.593*** -0.298*** -0.308***
(0.025) (0.038) (0.023) (0.034)

Observations 8140 8140 7881 7881
Optimal Bandwidth (Vote Share) 19.93 19.93 19.41 19.41

Panel B: IV-Wald Estimates

Loyalmt -0.030*** -0.099*** -0.037*** -0.038***
(0.009) (0.023) (0.007) (0.008)

Observations 8140 8140 7881 7881
Optimal Bandwidth (Vote Share) 19.93 19.93 19.41 19.41

Panel C: First Stage Estimates

Loyalmt 6.026*** 7.571***
(1.437) (1.403)

F Statistic First Stage 17.585 29.119
Observations 9480 9349
Optimal Bandwidth (Vote Share) 19.93 19.41

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This table
document the effect of internally displaced reception on average standardized test scores. Panel A shows reduced
form estimates from a sharp RD design, where the main outcomes of interest are school’s math and language test
scores. Panel B displays fuzzy RD regressions (IV-Wald estimates), where the treatment variables are the number
of IDP received in a municipality per 10,000 inhabitants, one and two years after election. Panel C reports the
first stage RD regressions, where the instrumental variable is whether in a particular election year voters were
politically loyal to the winning candidate. Columns (1)-(2) and (3)-(4) present estimates on outcomes one and two
years after elections. For all specifications we implement the optimal bandwidth selection algorithm suggested by
Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014). * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value < 0.01
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Table 7: Effects of IDP Arrivals on School’s Math Test Score Distribution

First Year After Election Second Year After Election
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th
Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile

Panel A: Reduced-Form Estimates

Loyalmt -0.069*** -0.056*** -0.073*** -0.083*** -0.140*** -0.085*** -0.121*** -0.136*** -0.162*** -0.199***
(0.010) (0.011) (0.013) (0.015) (0.018) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.013) (0.019)

Panel B: IV-Wald Estimates

Loyalmt -0.012*** -0.009*** -0.012*** -0.014*** -0.024*** -0.010*** -0.015*** -0.017*** -0.020*** -0.025***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.007) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.006)

Observations 8140 8140 8140 8140 8140 7881 7881 7881 7881 7881
Bandwidth (Vote Share) 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.41 19.41 19.41 19.41 19.41

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This table document the effect of internally displaced reception on
different percentiles of the math test scores’ distribution per school. Panel A shows reduced form estimates from a sharp RD design. Panel B reports IV-Wald estimates from
a fuzzy RD design. First stage regressions are as of Table #. For all specifications, we implement the optimal bandwidth selection algorithm suggested by Calonico, Cattaneo,
and Titiunik (2014). * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value < 0.01.
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Table 8: Effects of IDP Arrivals on School’s Language Test Score Distribution

First Year After Election Second Year After Election
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th
Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile

Panel A: Reduced-Form Estimates

Loyalmt -0.217*** -0.205*** -0.252*** -0.272*** -0.289*** -0.088*** -0.108*** -0.127*** -0.141*** -0.179***
(0.016) (0.014) (0.015) (0.018) (0.021) (0.018) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.014)

Panel B: IV-Wald Estimates

Loyalmt -0.036*** -0.034*** -0.042*** -0.045*** -0.048*** -0.011*** -0.013*** -0.016*** -0.017*** -0.022***
(0.008) (0.008) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)

Observations 8140 8140 8140 8140 8140 7881 7881 7881 7881 7881
Bandwidth (Vote Share) 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.41 19.41 19.41 19.41 19.41

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This table document the effect of internally displaced reception on
different percentiles of the language test scores’ distribution per school. Panel A shows reduced form estimates from a sharp RD design. Panel B reports IV-Wald estimates from
a fuzzy RD design. First stage regressions are as of Table #. For all specifications, we implement the optimal bandwidth selection algorithm suggested by Calonico, Cattaneo,
and Titiunik (2014). * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value < 0.01.
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Table 9: Effects of IDP Arrivals on Test Scores by Working Schedule (IV-Wald Estimates)

First Year After Election Second Year After Election
Full Day Morning Afternoon Weekends Full Day Morning Afternoon Weekends

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Panel A: Math Scores

Loyalmt -0.015** -0.039* -0.272 -0.007 -0.021*** -0.044*** -0.093** 0.008
(0.007) (0.022) (0.552) (0.030) (0.008) (0.014) (0.037) (0.011)

Panel B: Language Scores

Loyalmt -0.043*** -0.154** -0.578 -0.185 -0.030*** -0.033*** -0.105** 0.014
(0.011) (0.072) (1.159) (0.412) (0.010) (0.012) (0.043) (0.014)

Observations 1987 4059 1650 444 1940 3991 1611 339
Bandwidth (Vote Share) 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.41 19.41 19.41 19.41

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This table presents IV-Wald estimates of the impact of internally
displaced inflows on schools’ average standardized test scores, by daily working schedule. Panel A shows results on math scores. Panel B reports results on language scores.
For all specifications, we implement the optimal bandwidth selection algorithm suggested by Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014). * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 ***
p-value < 0.01.
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Table 10: Effects of IDP arrivals on Test Scores by Female Student Distribution (IV-Wald Estimates)

First Year After Election Second Year After Election
Proportion Female Students ≤ 25% (25%,50%] (50%,75%] > 75% ≤ 25% (25%,50%] (50%,75%] > 75%

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Panel A: Math Scores

Loyalmt -0.033*** -0.023 -0.026* -0.030* -0.079** -0.001 -0.027*** -0.041***
(0.012) (0.045) (0.015) (0.017) (0.034) (0.009) (0.008) (0.013)

Panel B: Language Scores

Loyalmt -0.131*** -0.053 -0.063*** -0.099*** -0.081** -0.005 -0.018** -0.047***
(0.038) (0.071) (0.024) (0.037) (0.033) (0.012) (0.007) (0.017)

Observations 2076 2058 1981 2025 2000 2001 1899 1981
Bandwidth (Vote Share) 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.93 19.41 19.41 19.41 19.41

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level and reported in parentheses. This table presents IV-Wald estimates of the impact of internally
displaced inflows on school average standardized test scores, by female students participation. Panel A shows results on math scores. Panel B reports results on language scores.
For all specifications, we implement the optimal bandwidth selection algorithm suggested by Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014). * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 ***
p-value < 0.01.
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Appendix 1: A Model of Political Loyalty and Internal Dis-

placement

A.1.1 Preliminaries

Assume that a particular country is divided in two regions, labeled A and B, populated by

citizens and terrorists. We assume that both parties have incomplete information about the

preferences and economic characteristics of the counterpart. Players are characterized by their

types. Thus, each of the player types is drawn from a set of types Θ =
[
θ ,θ

]
, such that θ

summarizes all preferences for outcomes derived from political loyalty and intimidation.20 Let

θc and θt denote the types for the citizen and the terrorist, respectively.

The interaction process between a citizen and a terrorist in each region can be described

with a game of incomplete information as follows:

1. In the first stage the citizen decides whether being loyal (cooperate) or disloyal (not

cooperate) to a political party that, by assumption, has made an alliance with the terrorist

in order to consolidate power. If the citizen cooperates, no further interaction is made

and the terrorist extracts the largest rents possible, denoted by X > 0, while the citizen

obtains a payoff of zero.

2. Conditional to observe non-cooperation, the terrorist decides whether to intimidate the

citizen or not. If there is no threat, the interaction ends, with the citizen and the terrorist

receiving a payoff of r(θc) and zero, respectively.

3. If the terrorist decides to threaten the citizen, the latter should decide whether to leave or

to stay. If the citizen migrates upon intimidation the payoffs are −z(θc) for the citizen

and x(θt) for the terrorist. If the citizen decides to stay, the terrorist will use targeted

violence to punish previous non-compliance with probability one, so payoffs will be

−h(θc) and−w(θt) for the citizen and the terrorist, respectively.

20Each agent’s type θ can be alternatively interpreted as a latent variable that is function of wealth, educa-
tion, socio-economic status, and other psychological variables that decreases (increases) the terrorist’s (citizen’s)
willigness to intimidate (not cooperate). Thus, lower types can be considered as “worse” types.
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As the payoff structure above suggests, citizens favor a situation where non-cooperation is fol-

lowed by no intimidation, and terrorist prefer full-compliance, followed by compliance upon

intimidation, than using targeted violence as a last resort. Violent interaction is the least pre-

ferred option for both players.

While both parties have incomplete information about preferences for political loyalty and

intimidation, it is commonly known how the types of both groups are distributed. Thus, let

Gi(θ) and Fi(θ) for i = {A,B} denote the cumulative distribution functions at region i, for cit-

izens and terrorists, respectively. The respective density functions are denoted by lower case

letters. We also assume that functional forms r,z,x,h and w are identical for both regions, con-

tinuous, and differentiable in θ . These functions, along with the cumulative density functions

aforementioned, define a Bayesian game in extensive form. We are now focused to understand

the extent to which cooperation, intimidation, and forced migration rates change across regions

A and B.

A.1.2 Equilibrium

Using a backward induction analysis, we first describe the behavioral assumptions and deduce

the optimal decision rule for terrorists within a particular region. Next, we perform the same

analysis for citizens. Finally, we define the equilibrium.

A.1.2.1 The Terrorist’s Optimal Intimidation Rule

To understand the optimal decision rule for terrorists, we first need to impose some behavioral

assumptions:

Assumption 1 (intimidation and violence by the worst types):

x(θ)> w(θ)> 0 and w(θ)> x(θ)> 0.

Assumption 2 (marginal decreasing returns for intimidation):

For all θ ∈Θ, w′(θ)> 0 > x′(θ).
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Assumption 3 (full cooperation is always preferred):

For all θ ∈Θ, X > x(θ).

Assumption 1 states that terrorists with the lowest (worst) type will strictly prefer to intimidate

and exert violence, even if no civilian decides to leave. On the contrary, the better (higher) the

terrorist’s type, the larger the costs of threaten civilians, as subsequent violence is more costly.

Therefore, the best types prefer not to coerce citizens if the latter prefer to stay. Assumption

2 specifies that the benefits (costs) of intimidation are marginally decreasing (increasing) in θ .

Assumptions 1-2 together imply that x(θ)> 0 and w(θ)> 0 for all θ ∈ Θ, so the benefits and

costs of intimidation are always positive for all terrorist types. Finally, Assumption 3 claims

that initial cooperation is always preferred over intimidation followed by forced displacement.

Now consider a terrorist drawn from region i, facing a citizen from the same region with

type θ , who has a probability γi j to forcefully migrate to region j (with i 6= j) if a threat is

received. Then, the terrorist will intimidate the civilian as long as the net benefits from such

strategy are strictly positive:

γi jx(θ)− (1− γi j)w(θ)> 0 (3)

An alternative interpretation of inequality (1) is the maximum intimidation threshold θ̃(γi j),

where terrorists with types below it will intimidate, and terrorists above such threshold will do

otherwise:

θ < θ̃(γi j)≡ ρ
−1(γi j),

with ρ(θ)≡ w(θ)/(x(θ)+w(θ)). Assumptions 1-2 together imply that ρ(θ) is increasing in

θ . Therefore, by the inverse function theorem, θ̃(γi j) is increasing in the probability of forced

migration γi j. Then, the rate of intimidation for region i, as a function of the displacement rate

γi j, is defined as follows:

µi(γi j) = Fi(θ̃(γi j)). (4)
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In general, the above condition states that the lower the propensity of citizens to displace, the

lower the proportion of terrorists that will intimidate citizens from region i if non-compliance

is observed. Hence, if civilians suffering intimidation will forcefully migrate with certainty,

all terrorists will decide to intimidate. On the contrary, if no civilian is willing to leave their

region of residence upon being threatened, no terrorist will use intimidation in the first place.

A natural implication of condition (2) is that intimidation is most likely to be implemented by

terrorists with low types.

A.1.2.2 The Citizen’s Optimal Decision Rule

We now state the behavioral assumptions for citizens facing the threat of intimidation:

Assumption 4 (high types are more likely to cooperate):

r(θ)> z(θ)> h(θ)> 0 and h(θ)> z(θ)> r(θ)> 0.

Assumption 5 (marginally decreasing returns from defiant behavior by higher types):

For all θ ∈Θ, h′(θ)> z′(θ)> 0 > r′(θ).

Assumption 4 claims that citizens with the lowest types will mostly benefit from non-cooperation

followed by the terrorists lack of retaliation. However, in the case of intimidation, these types

will suffer targeted violence as the costs of forced migration forbid these citizens to leave and

reach safety in another location. For citizens with the highest types, the benefits of support-

ing an alternative candidate cannot outweigh the potential costs of forced migration because

of terrorist intimidation. Assumption 5 states that costs (benefits) from non-cooperation are

monotonically increasing (decreasing) in θ , implying that i) the benefits from defiant behavior

decay rapidly the higher the citizen’s type, ii) the costs of intimidation are greater the higher the

citizen’s type, and iii) the cost of retaliatory violence increase more rapidly than the costs of in-

ternal displacement. Assumptions 4-5 together imply that i) benefits/costs of non-cooperation

for citizens are always positive, ii) citizens with lower types are more likely to support an al-

ternative status quo than citizens with higher types, and iii) conditional to being intimidated
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by terrorists, citizens with higher types are more likely to forcefully migrate than citizens with

lower types.

Now we consider the citizen’s optimal decision to non-cooperate with the candidate that is,

by construction, allied with terrorists. Suppose that a victim with type θ from region i expects

a probability µi to be intimidated if non-compliance is observed. Then, defiant behavior is

optimal if its net benefits are strictly positive:

(1−µi)r(θ)−µimin{h(θ),z(θ)}> 0, (5)

with full cooperation preferred otherwise. Inequality (3) can also be interpreted as the thresh-

old θ̂(µi) > θ , where types below it will not cooperate, and citizens with types above it will

comply:

θ < θ̂(µi)≡ λ
−1 (µi) .

Assumptions 4-5 together, and the fact that r(θ) is decreasing in θ , imply that λ (θ)≡ r(θ)/ [r(θ)+min{h(θ),z(θ)}]

is decreasing in θ as well. This implies that the threshold θ̂(µi) is decreasing in the probability

of intimidation µi. As the probability of suffer intimidation increases, more citizens are willing

to cooperate. Hence, the proportion πi of citizens at region i that will support an alternative

candidate is set up by the following expression:

πi(µi) = Gi(θ̂(µi)). (6)

Considering displacement decisions among those citizens who decide not to cooperate, a

fraction γi j will forcefully migrate to region j because of suffering intimidation, and a fraction

1−γi j will remain and endure targeted violence. Let θd ∈ (θ ,θ) denote the interior (and unique

solution because of Assumptions 4 and 5) to equation h(θ) = z(θ). Then, the proportion of

forced migrants from region i to region j is set by:

γi j(µi) = max
{

1− Gi(θd)

πi(µi)
,0
}
. (7)
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Thus, the fraction of citizens that will displace upon intimidation will be 1− Gi(θd)

Gi(θ̂(µi))
if θd < θ̂

and 0 otherwise. A feature of this model is the propensity of “middle” types to displace.

Namely, if θd < θ̂ , only citizens with types θd < θ < θ̂ will migrate, while citizens with types

θ < θd will remain and suffer targeted violence as a consequence of their defiant behavior. In

contrast, if θd > θ̂ , all citizens who supported a different candidate will remain in region i. We

will demonstrate next that displacement rates are always positive, and the equilibrium in this

model is characterized by an interior solution.

A.1.2.3 Equilibrium Definition

We define an equilibrium as a set of probabilities
{

π∗i ,µ
∗
i ,γ
∗
i j

}
that satisfy conditions (2), (4),

and (5). Given Assumptions 1-5 together, it is possible to show that this equilibrium exists, and

that it constitutes a unique, interior solution.

Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1-5 together, for each pair i j with i, j = {A,B} and i 6= j,

there exist a unique interior equilibrium
{

π∗i ,µ
∗
i ,γ
∗
i j

}
.

Proof: See Appendix.

Since γ∗i j ∈ (0,1), we can rewrite equilibrium conditions as:

Ωi(γ
∗
i j) = Gi(θd), (8)

where Ωi(γ
∗
i j) ≡ (1− γ∗i j)[Gi(θ̂(Fi(θ̂(γ

∗
i j))))]. In equilibrium, some types will cooperate and

others not. from the pool of citizens with defiant behavior, a fraction of them will leave to

avoid violent retaliation, and the other fraction will remain and suffer violence. In this sense,

this model explains three different events: i) non-cooperation followed by non-intimidation, ii)

non-cooperation followed by forced migration because of political intimidation, and iii) non-

cooperation followed by violent retaliation from illegal armed groups.
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A.1.3 Explaining Differences in IDP Flows

Proposition 1 shows that, for each region where terrorists and civilians interact, a unique equi-

librium behavior is determined. On the citizens’ side, the decision to support or not the political

party allied with terrorists will depend on the likelihood of suffering intimidation if defiance

is observed. Likewise, terrorists will intimidate, depending on how likely victims will opt to

forcefully migrate as a response. How we can rationalize observed differences in IDP inflows

between loyal and disloyal communities? To answer this question we examine two different

cases where disparities on displacement rates can exist. Firstly, we analyze the case when, for

a given citizen’s propensity to cooperate, one region faces a higher risk of intimidation. Sec-

ondly, we will study the case where, given the same risk of suffering intimidation, citizens’

propensity to not cooperate is significantly higher in one region than the other.

Regarding the first case, we assume that the distribution of types for citizens at both regions

are the same, so for a given victim’s type, the likelihood of non-cooperation does not differ

geographically. Differences in political loyalty and forced migration rates should be explained

then by, holding the terrorist’s type constant, how one region faces a larger risk of intimidation.

Without loss of generality, lets assume that region A is riskier (more likely to be intimidated if

non-cooperation is observed) than region B. Namely, region B dominates stochastically region

A. These two features of the model can be summarized in the following assumption.

Assumption 6 (Differences in the Risk of Suffering Intimidation):

For all θ ∈Θ, GA(θ) = GB(θ) and FA(θ)> FB(θ).

We can justify Assumption 6 claiming that in some areas it is easier for illegal armed groups

to establish economies of scale in rent seeking, making intimidation (in expectation) more

profitable. The next result establishes how rates of political loyalty, intimidation, and forced

migration change, assuming that citizens in both regions are fairly similar, but terrorists have a

larger propensity to intimidate citizens in region A than in region B.

Proposition 2. Suppose Assumptions 1-6 hold. Then, πA∗< πB∗ , µ∗A > µ∗B, and γ∗AB < γ∗BA.
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Proof: See Appendix.

Hence, political support rates are uniformly higher (lower) if intimidation rates are higher

(lower). As a result, the IDP influx to the loyal region (in this case, region A) is higher than the

one occurring in the opposite direction (region B). In general, under Assumptions 1-6 together,

the model predicts a positive correlation between political loyalty, political intimidation, and

IDP inflows. As citizens decrease their political support to the candidate allied with terrorists,

more citizens will be induced to leave their place of residence and locate in areas where such

political support is substantial and no further intimidation is required.

Considering the second case, we can assume terrorists sharing the same distribution of types

in both regions. However, for a the same risk of intimidation, citizens in one region may have

a larger propensity to support an alternate political option. As in the first case, differences in

displacement rates across regions are explained by how political support triggers political in-

timidation, everything else assumed constant. Assumption 7 summarizes these features, again

assuming that region A is the one presenting the lowest political support.

Assumption 7 (Heterogeneous Propensity to Support Incumbent Candidates):

For all θ ∈Θ, GA(θ)> GB(θ) and FA(θ) = FB(θ).

The next result states that, under a larger propensity to engage in defiant behavior, civilians in

these regions will be intimidated more often and, as a result, will leave toward municipalities

with higher levels of political support and lower intimidation rates.

Proposition 3. Suppose Assumptions 1-5 and 7 hold. Then, πA∗ > πB∗ , µ∗A > µ∗B, and γ∗AB >

γ∗BA.

Proof: See Appendix.

In general, Propositions (2) and (3) provide a clear prediction: Irrespective of the level of

intimidation that civilians may suffer as political loyalty is revealed, civilians in perceived

disloyal municipalities will flee towards receiving areas with higher levels of political support.
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Hence, comparative advantage differences in and demand for intimidation do not play any role

on explaining the positive correlation between IDP inflows and political loyalty. The correlation

between internally displaced arrivals and political loyalty to the incumbent candidate is positive

whatsoever.

Appendix 1: Mathematical Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1: Because γ∗i j < 1 in all cases, we only need to prove that γ∗i j > 0 to

show that γ∗i j ∈ (0,1) . By way of contradiction, assume that γ∗i j = 0. Since θ̃
(
γi j
)

is increasing

in γi j, this implies that µ∗i = Fi
(
θ̃ (0)

)
= 0. Moreover, because θ̂ (µi) is decreasing in µi,

the probability of defiant behavior is equal to π∗i = Gi(θ̂(0)) = 1. But this implies that γ∗i j =

max{1−Gi(θd),0} = 1−Gi(θd) > 0, which leads to a contradiction since we assumed that

γ∗i j = 0. Hence,

γ
∗
i j = 1−

Gi(θd)

Gi(θ̂(µ∗i ))
∈ (0,1).

Now, combining the above expression with conditions (2) and (4) we can express equilib-

rium as the value of γ∗i j such that the following expression (6) holds:

Ωi(γ
∗
i j) = G(θd),

with Ωi(γ
∗
i j) ≡ (1− γ∗i j)[Gi(θ̂(Fi(θ̃(γ

∗
i j))))]. It is easy to observe that Ωi(γ

∗
i j) is monotonically

decreasing in γ∗i j, with Ωi(0) = 1 and Ωi(1) = 0. Therefore, by the intermediate value theo-

rem, there exists a unique γ∗i j ∈ (0,1) that satisfies the equilibrium condition Ωi(γ
∗
i j) = G(θd).

Uniqueness of both µ∗i and π∗i follows directly as a result. �

Proof of Proposition 2: We first prove that γ∗AB < γ∗BA. Assume FA(θ)> FB(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ.

This implies that FA(θ̃(γ
∗
AB))>FB(θ̃(γ

∗
AB)). Since θ̂ is decreasing in its argument, θ̂

(
FA(θ̃(γ

∗
AB))

)
<

θ̂
(
FB(θ̃(γ

∗
AB))

)
holds. Then, provided that G(.) is increasing in θ , the following lines hold as

well:
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G
(
θ̂
(
FB(θ̃(γ

∗
AB))

))
> G

(
θ̂
(
FA(θ̃(γ

∗
AB))

))
(1− γ

∗
AB)G

(
θ̂
(
FB(θ̃(γ

∗
AB))

))
> (1− γ

∗
AB)G

(
θ̂
(
FA(θ̃(γ

∗
AB))

))
= ΩA(γ

∗
AB).

Assuming Assumptions 1-6 hold together, in equilibrium ΩA(γ
∗
AB) = G(θd) = ΩB(γ

∗
BA). There-

fore we obtain:

(1− γ
∗
AB)G

(
θ̂
(
FB(θ̃(γ

∗
AB))

))
> (1− γ

∗
BA)G

(
θ̂
(
FB(θ̃(γ

∗
BA))

))
⇐⇒ΩB(γ

∗
AB)> ΩB(γ

∗
BA).

we can observe that the function Ωi(.), with i = {A,B}, is a monotonically decreasing function

in its argument. Likewise, this implies that γ∗AB < γ∗BA.

We continue this proof by showing that µ∗A > µ∗B. Assume, by a way of contradiction, that

µ∗A ≤ µ∗B. Because θ̂ is decreasing in µ , then θ̂ (µ∗A) ≥ θ̂ (µ∗B), implying that γ∗AB ≥ γ∗BA. As θ̂

is increasing in its argument, we obtain that θ̃(γ∗AB) ≥ θ̃(γ∗BA). By Assumption 6, this implies

that:

µ
∗
A = FA(θ̃(γ

∗
AB))> FB(θ̃(γ

∗
BA)) = µ

∗
B,

which leads to a contradiction since we assumed that µ∗A ≤ µ∗B. Hence, µ∗A > µ∗B. Finally, be-

cause θ̂ is decreasing in µ, we obtain that π∗A = G(θ̂(µ∗A)) < G(θ̂(µ∗B)) = π∗B, proving our

result. �

Proof of Proposition 3: We start by proving that π∗A > π∗B. Assume, by a way of contradiction,

that π∗A ≤ π∗B. Then, provided that GA(θ)> GB(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ, from condition (5) we obtain

that γ∗AB < γ∗BA. As θ̃ is monotonically increasing in γ, this implies that the following condition

holds:
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µ
∗
A = F(θ̃(γ∗AB))< F(θ̃(γ∗BA)) = µ

∗
B.

Next, since θ̂ is decreasing in µ, this implies that θ̂(µ∗A) > θ̂(µ∗B), which also leads to obtain

that:

π
∗
A = GA

(
θ̂(µ∗A)

)
> GB

(
θ̂(µ∗B)

)
= π

∗
B.

However, this leads to a contradiction since we assumed that π∗A ≤ π∗B. Hence, π∗A > π∗B.

We continue by proving that γ∗AB > γ∗BA. First, notice that Assumptions 1-5 imply that

Gi
(
θ̂
)
> Gi (θd) for i = {A,B}. Assume that GA(θ) > GB(θ) and FA (θ) = FB (θ) = F (θ)

for all θ ∈ Θ. Then, this implies that GA
(
θ̂
(
F
(
θ̃ (γ∗BA)

)))
> GB

(
θ̂
(
F
(
θ̃ (γ∗BA)

)))
. Thus, the

following condition holds:

ΩA(γ
∗
BA) = ΩB(γ

∗
BA)

[
GA
(
θ̂
(
F
(
θ̃ (γ∗BA)

)))
GB
(
θ̂
(
F
(
θ̃
(
γ∗BA

))))]> ΩB(γ
∗
BA)

[
GA (θd)

GB (θd)

]
= ΩA(γ

∗
AB),

with the last inequality holding from the fact that, in equilibrium, ΩB(γ
∗
BA) = GB (θd). As Ωi(.)

is a monotonically decreasing function in γ . It follows that γ∗AB > γ∗BA. Observe that this result

automatically implies that µ∗A > µ∗B. �
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Appendix 2: Additional Tables and Figures

Figure A.2.1: Margin of Political Loyalty: Discontinuity Tests
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(b) McCrary (2008) Density Test
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(c) CCT Density Test I
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(d) CCT Density Test II
Panel (a) presents the density of the margin of political loyalty in Governor’s elections (bin width=2.5\%). Panel
(b) presents the finely-gridded histogram, smoothed using a local linear regression separately on each side of the
margin of political loyalty’s threshold (zero). The McCrary test reports a log difference (standard error) in the
height of the density function of 0.05 (0.08) (McCrary, 2008). Panels (c) and (d) display discontinuity tests for a
5 % and 10% bandwidth using the local-polynomial density estimator suggested by Cattaneo et al. (2016).
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Table A.2.1: Discontinuity of Baseline Covariates - RD Estimates

Panel A: 5% Margin of Political Loyalty Panel B: 10% Margin of Political Loyalty
Loyalmt S.E. Observations R-squared Loyalmt S.E. Observations R-squared

Election’s Characteristics
# candidates per election year -0.108 (0.379) 644 0.006 0.231 (0.273) 1,220 0.001
# failed attempts to win office per candidate at previous elections -0.009 (0.051) 644 0.005 -0.019 (0.050) 1,220 0.006
1=candidate’s from the Liberal party -0.110 (0.122) 644 0.003 -0.068 (0.092) 1,220 0.001
1=candidate’s from the Conservative party 0.058 (0.078) 644 0.003 0.000 (0.056) 1,220 0.001
1=candidate’s from an alternative political party 0.052 (0.126) 644 0.004 0.068 (0.091) 1,220 0.001
1=Mayor from the same political party -0.047 (0.125) 595 0.008 -0.001 (0.082) 1,118 0.002
1=4 year term election 0.057 (0.123) 644 0.009 0.073 (0.091) 1,220 0.006
1=the candidate’s is placed first in the voting card -0.100 (0.123) 644 0.006 -0.094 (0.093) 1,220 0.005

Civil Conflict Related Variables
(log) #victims of massacres by 10k inhabitants 0.180 (0.314) 644 0.006 -0.432 (0.371) 1,220 0.005
(log) #selective killings by 10k inhabitants 0.562 (0.738) 644 0.004 1.050 (0.708) 1,220 0.009
(log) #victims of landmines by 10k inhabitants 0.130 (2.959) 644 0.005 2.184 (2.576) 1,220 0.003
(log) #fatal victims of terrorist episodes by 10k inhabitants 0.186 (0.217) 644 0.005 0.276 (0.220) 1,220 0.003
1=presence of paramilitary forces 0.084 (0.080) 644 0.004 0.017 (0.069) 1,220 0.002
1=presence of guerrilla groups (ELN) -0.157 (0.102) 644 0.006 -0.075 (0.071) 1,220 0.004
1=presence of guerrilla groups (FARC) 0.059 (0.113) 644 0.008 0.091 (0.076) 1,220 0.004

Public Finance Variables
Log total tax revenue 0.875 (0.538) 581 0.009 0.723* (0.366) 1,105 0.007
Log total non-tax revenue 0.506 (0.458) 575 0.012 0.404 (0.312) 1,095 0.002
Log total central government transfers 0.223 (0.165) 548 0.007 0.173 (0.116) 1,046 0.005
Log total capital revenue -0.298 (0.554) 518 0.005 -0.219 (0.378) 1,004 0.006
Log total public sector payroll 0.452 (0.300) 579 0.008 0.351 (0.216) 1,101 0.008
Log total public sector expenditure 0.482* (0.282) 579 0.009 0.352* (0.206) 1,101 0.008

Other Controls
% of urban/rural population -0.031 (0.046) 644 0.007 -0.030 (0.037) 1,220 0.004
Log total population 0.117 (0.217) 644 0.003 0.069 (0.166) 1,220 0.003
gini index 1993 -0.043 (0.033) 644 0.016 -0.042* (0.025) 1,220 0.005
literacy index 1993 -1.973 (1.728) 644 0.015 -3.303** (1.338) 1,220 0.008
municipality’s surface area 2,111.417 (1,607.479) 644 0.015 1,367.004 (969.039) 1,220 0.006
meters above the sea level -13.948 (185.843) 644 0.020 -128.539 (148.992) 1,220 0.010
distance to the department’s main urban center -17.717 (12.629) 644 0.005 -12.459 (9.836) 1,220 0.002
log water availability -0.069* (0.036) 612 0.010 -0.026 (0.031) 1,165 0.002
soil quality index 0.260 (0.282) 612 0.012 -0.068 (0.206) 1,165 0.007
municipality founded between 1500-1600 -0.028 (0.055) 644 0.003 0.008 (0.036) 1,220 0.008
municipality founded between 1601-1700 -0.021 (0.047) 644 0.003 -0.012 (0.035) 1,220 0.001
municipality founded between 1701-1800 0.048 (0.055) 644 0.005 -0.057 (0.057) 1,220 0.005
municipality founded between 1801-1900 -0.017 (0.091) 644 0.001 -0.026 (0.066) 1,220 0.002
% of municipalities close to the atlantic coast -0.008 (0.081) 644 0.012 -0.009 (0.061) 1,220 0.003
% of municipalities close to the pacific coast -0.037 (0.087) 644 0.003 -0.026 (0.060) 1,220 0.000
% of municipalities in the eastern region 0.014 (0.086) 644 0.002 -0.001 (0.049) 1,220 0.002
% of municipalities in the amazon region 0.029 (0.035) 644 0.010 0.046 (0.038) 1,220 0.003

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the province-election year level are reported in parentheses. This table reports sharp Regression-Discontinuity (RD) estimates on the effect of political loyalty on baseline

covariates. Panel A report coefficients for RD regressions in which the margin of political loyalty lies within a bandwidth of 5% of the vote share. Panel B report the same regressions, but using a 10% bandwidth. The

margin of political loyalty is defined as the vote share difference between the incumbent candidate and the second best candidate at the municipal level. * p-value < 0.10 ** p-value < 0.05 *** p-value < 0.01.
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